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ABSTRACT
This review was undertaken to determine whether there

is evidence to support the reality of a stage of Formai Operational
Thought, whether there is agreement as to the Age of Acquisition of
it, and the effect of schooling on the acquisition of the ability to
perform formal operational tasks. An extensive review of the
literature, including many journals outside the field of educatios,
was carried out. Results of the study include: (1) there is very
little evidence for a Unitary Stage of Formal Operational Thought;
(2) since this is so, it was considered impossible to define an age
of acquisition of Formal Operational Thought; (3) there is evidence
to show that schooling has an effect on the age at which subjects
become able to perform formal operational tasks; and (4) specific
science curricula do not seem to effect change in performance on
formal operational tasks. The results of the review of literature
suggest that the idea of one stage of Formal Operational Thought may
not be useful in the attempt to understand adolescent thought and to
design high school science currizula. (Author/EB)
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The ability to solve certain types of problems and perform certain corni-
C)

tive tasks marks the transition from childhood to adolescence in Piagetian theory.w
The theory proposes that between the apes of 11 and 14 adolescents enter into

a stage of formal operational thought in which it becomes possible for then to

reason with propositions and hypOtheses-by using the operations of formnl lozic.

The transition from concrete to formal operations is the subject of The

Growth of Lorical 'Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence, written by Piar'.et in

collaboration with Barbel Inhelder and first published in English in 1958. (The

French edition was published in 1955.) The book brines together the empirical

findings of Inhelder and the theoretical formulations tf.' Piaret. The former

'ccnsist of the results of presenting to children and adolescents 15 problems

which require advanced reasoning for their solution. The theoretical sections

contain Piaget's analysis of the tasks and an explication of the mechanisms of

their solutions in terms of the 16 binary propositions of formal logic. The

formal operational stage is called Stage III and is divided into substage IIIA,

at which stale Piaget and Inhelder found adolescents from 11-12 to 14-15 years,

an substage IIIB, which adolescents were found to enter at 14 to 15. TaskS

which require forma operational thought had been described earlier in The Child's

Conception of Geometry (Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminska), published in France

in 1948 and in Great Britain in 1952, but the theoretical aspects were not fully

elaborated at that time.

The present review was undertaken to determine whether there is a body

of evidence to support the reality of a stage of formal operational thought,

Paper presented for discussion at the annual meeting of the National. Association

for Research in Science Teaching. Chicago. April, 1974.
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to exnrine the data on the faeters associated with intellectual development

durinr adolescence, and to consider what the implications of these might be for

curriculur and teachinr retholis in secondary school science.

II. THE THEW/

In Piapetian theory there are four phases of growth which characterize

intellectual development: the sensorimotor stage, the preoperational stage, the

stage of concrete operations, and the stage of formal operations. In this

context an opelation is a "reversible, internalizable action which is bound

up with .0thers in an integrated structure... (It) is a r.eans for mentally

transforming data about the real world so that they nay be...used in the

solution of problems" (Pia get and Inhelder, 1958, pp. xiii- xiv).. An operation

nay be carried out externally, in the manipulation of categories (concrete) or

propositions (formal). Concrete operations are mental actions which organize

observed or experienced reality and do not necessarily involve the actual

manipulation of tangible objects. For exanple, the addition of arithmetic

numbers is a concrete operation (Adler, 1966). An operation differs from the

simple action or coal-f3irected behavi)r of the preoperational child in that

it is internalized and reversible; that is, the action which had to be carried

out externally by the preoperational child can be carried out internally ("in

the head") by the concrete operational child, and the child understands that

the result of an action can be reversed by reversinr the action. A child in

the concrete operations stare who puts a weight on a balance and sees that the

scale tips too far in one direction can take such corrective action as

searchinr for a lighter weight an the basis of an internal mentel structure.

He is no lonrer dependent on trial and error as a means of solving problems.

",s the child rroes and his ability for looical thinking develops he uses

concrete operations with increasing facility and on more complex preblens
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However, when he is confronted with a problem in which he rust isolate one

variable end hold one or nnre other variales constant, or in which he must

think of all the possible combinations and systenatically exclude some of them,

his thought system (i.e., the structure of concrete operations) is inadequate;

he cannot solve the probler until he is able to reason with propositions

and hypotheses. The Rbility to consider the possible as well as the given

and to use combinatorialanalysis in solving problens distinguishes formal from

concrete operational thought.

III. PESEATICH RELATED TO*THEORY

Piaret has been criticised from the beginning for his attempt to equate

the operations of formal Ionic with the mental structure of an adolescent (or

an adult). Parson (1960), a logician, argues that Piaget is net consistent in

his use of the terns of logil, that his argument is very hard f)r a logician

to follow and that, in effect, the doesn't make sense. 'lore recently, two

logicians anl a clinical psychologist (Bynum, Thomas and Weitz, 1972) system-

atically examined the nrotecols in The Growth of Logical Thinkinr for

evidence that all 16 of the binary operations of formal logic were, in fact,

used by the subjects in solving Inhelder's problems. They could identify only

eight of the operations, did not find all 16 operations to be necessary for sol-

viw, the problere, and believe it is highly unlikely that adolescents use all

16 operations. They report that they could not, in their discussions, teaching,

or in any other way express 6 nf the 16 operations in everyday language. Lovell

(1961) who has replicated and extended Pi net's work in many areas of mathema-

tics, hRs, nevertheless, called Piaget to task for fcrcinr adolescent thinking

into an inappropriate logical mdel. Finally, Lunzer, who stated in an earlier

work (1965) that he did not ')elieve that the logic of the four-grcup was

psychologically funflarental to formel operations, stated nore recently (1973)
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that he is now even more convinced that formal logic is not a good descriptor

or model for the mental structure which is termed during ROolescence.

Another aspect of the theory which has received much attention is Piauetla

use of the concept of stare (Flavell and Wohlwill, 1969; Kessen, 1970; and

Pinara and Laurendeau, 1969). What does it mean to say that a child has reached

a certain "stage" of cognitive development? There appear to be several popular

misconceptions about the concept of stage as used by Piaret and by those who

work within the Pingetian franewor::. One misconception is that the passage

from one stage to the next is sudden and abrupt. A child is said to have become

"concrete operational if he can perform one task characteristic of the stage

of concrete operations and is then assumed to be able to perform other similar

tasks. Another misconception is that there is a fixed order of acquisition of

individual concepts within each stage. A third misconception is the idea that

a child of a certain age will automatically be in a certain Piapetian stage.

None of these touch on the essential feature of a stage, which is a

underlying process of reasoning, applicable to a broad range of

problems or tasks. The formulation of the integrated mental structure which

nakes it possible for rt child to perform the tasks characteristic of a stage

is a radual vrocess which usually takes seteral years for completion. Thus,

there is a transition period in which the child uses the new process of reasoning

only occasionally and inconsistently. His responses are variable, content-

bound and inconsistent. As he boains to use the new reasoning processes in

some areas, there will be other areas in which he reverts to the reasoninR

processes and explanations of the earlier stage. These tine lags in applying

the operations or processes, which are referre to as "decalages", continue until

the underlying structure is crnsoliCated and can be applied to all problems,

regardless of situational or content variables. At this point the structure
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is stabilized. Pinret's early work indicated that the component operations

which make up a StRSW develop in unison alnng a broad front, but subsequent

work seems to indicate that there ara individual variations, notIqn sequence

of the major stnees, which are probably invariant in sequence, but in the

sequence of the tasks to which a developing structure is applied.

The state of concrete operations has received more attention than the other

sta,es and is probably better understnocl. There seers to be consensus that it

is reasonable to call this period a "stage"; that is, that there is evidence

of a unified, underlyinr reasoning, process which is brJught to bear on a wide

ran-~e of probles. The question which we cove to now is whether there is

sufficient evidence to say that the rental abilities which eerge in adolescence

can also be said to constitute R. ata o.

One of the first investigators to replicate the Inhelder and Piaget

.xperirents was Lovell (1961). !le repeated ten of the experiments, testing; each

of 200 subjects on four of the tasks. The subjects' a. 'es ranged from 8 to 18.

Althntrh sone of the older subjects could not perform the tasks, an indication

that they had not Required formal operational ability, the strategies used

by the subjects were much the sane as those described by Inhelder end Piaget (1958

The results cf the investiration led Lovell to conclude that the rain stages

in the developnent of

eGnfirnecl. In spite of this,

the children's resp'nses into

thinkinc, proposed by Inhelder and Piaret had been

he raised the question whether Piaret had forced

a predeternined theoretical model, rather than

adjustinr the model to fit the response.

Lovell and Ogilvie (1961) reported the results of another study in which

they rePliCaA4 sone of the work described in The Child's Conception of

11221ILL and concluded t1v Piadet wm c'Jrreet in placins7, the rttainhent of
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certain volume concepts in the fornal period because concrete operations were

not sufficient for the solution of the volume tasks.

Work was also done by Lunzer (1960) on the volume problem. His work

confirmed the findings of Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeninska (1952) concerning the

children's performance of the volume tasks but did not find support for Piaget's

theoretical treatment of the basis for attainment of advanced volume concept6;

i.e. , the use of formal logic as a model for the reasoning process used by

adolescents.

In a nom important paper, Lunzer (1970) reviewed the evidende for the

existence of a simple process of reasoning underlying performance of all the

concrete operational tasks and concluded that the evidence is in favor of

affirming a unitary process for concrete operations. Then he posed the question

whether there is a "parallel unity of processes underlying the further °labor-

tions of reasoning that have been termed"formal"... and "whether Pieget is

justified in postulating the existence of two successive levels in the develop

nent of logieal reasoning or whether, when the child has attained the level of

'concrete' reasoning...further progress would be a tatter of quantitative gains

rather than a difference in type of reasoning." (p. 595).

In order to study this problen he constructed a test composed of four groups

of analogies which he thought would require for their solution the same structural

complexity of thought which was necessary for the performance of Piaget's

formal operational tasks. Children of ages 9 to 17 were tested. He had pre-

dicted that the 9-year-olds would be able to solve the first, and easiest, group

of items, but this was not found to be the case; he was forced to conclude that

even elementary analogies require something more than concrete reasoning for

their solution. He suggested that the essential feature of formal reasoning

is the recognition of secondo-order relations and that this-energes around the age
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of 11 or 12. Thus, his answer to the question posed at the beginning, of his

paper was affirmative; i,e, he thought that his work has shown that there is

further structural development beyond concrete operations and that there is one

underlying process which characterizes this development.

The work described above was done in the early 1960ts. More recently Lunzer

(1973) gave an address to the Piaret Society at a meeting in Philadelphia in

which he stated that he no longer believed that there was one underlying process

in formal operations but that there are, instead, several developments in

reasoning beyond the level of concrete operations, and that the recognition of

second-order relations which he had previously proposed as the underlying factor

is inadequate to describe all of these developments. In addition to his own

work, he cited the wnrk of Peel (1971) and others. He defined four categories

of tasks which represent advances in reasoning, the first acquired as early as

11 or 12 years; the last not acquired, if at all, until late in the teens. It

is his view that true formal reasoning is rarely used and that neither adoles-

cents nor most adults are very good at it. Lunzer alsc reiterated one point

which he made in the earlier papem that the difficulty of problems at this

level cannot be measured solely or even mainly in terms of structure or form

and that the content also must be token into consideration,

Bart (1971) tested the hypothesis that formal operational skills are uni-

factor, using principal component and factor analysis to exaftine, the results

of testing adolescents on three tests of formal reasoning which he devised and

four Piagetian fermi operations tasks, He found the four tasks to be uni-

factor but the tests and tasks together to be bifaetor.

Berzonsky (1968) carried out an experiment in which he used factor analysis

in an attempt to determine 'Whether Piacet's idea of the unitary nature of log-

Jed thinking could to supported. He did not find support for the idea but
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interpreted his results as indicating that there are probably at least three

independent abilities involved, He suggested also that various skills and

attitudes held by adolescents nay be nore inportant than "Struotural variations".

Another investigation which had a sonevhat different outcone should also

be nentioned, Brainerd (1970) carried out an experiment in which he tested

children of ekes 8-9, 11-12, and 14-15 on conservation of liquid volume, conser-

vation of solid volume and density, He interpreted his results as riving

evidence that concepts of volume and density both presuppose sore underlying

cognitive skill. Since these concepts fall very close t:Nrether in tine of

acquisition and would probably be at the sane level in Lunzer's categorization

of tasks, the findino, of one underlying cognitive skill., or reasoning process,

in tasks So close together in the develoDnent hierarchy nay not be incompatible

with the findings of Lunzer and Borkowski.

In spite of some contradictory findings and differences of opinion end

interpretation, the bulk of the available evidence seems to'support these

conclusions:

(1) There is a qualitative chtthge in cognitive structure or

reasoninl ability beyond the level of concrete operations. This

is to say that, however nuch they nay be elaborated or extended,

the operations of the concrete stage are not sufficient to

account for the ability to perform the tasks .tescrited by Pieret and

Inhelder and various tests end tasks of advanced reasoning devised

by other investigators.

(2) The new structure(s) or reasoning powers do not depend on

the use of all i6 of the binary operations of propositional

logic. Piaget's model of adolescent thOu8ht based on the- ferns of

logic does not stand uo to scrutiny by logicians andhas_not

proved to be very useful in helping psychologists or_oducators

understand adolescent thinking.
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The,development in logical thinking beyond the concrete

operations level probably cannot be wleguately explained by one

underlying pi'oc6ss. Piaget and Inhelder (1958) recognized this

to a certain extent by describing, two substages for Stage III,

but the main thrust of Piagets argument was to establish the

unity of the essential process which makes possible the per-

formance of the tasks which they used.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT DURING ADOLESCENCE

The course of intellectual developMent during- childhootl, is now much better

understnod than intellectual development during adolescence. All young children

appear to pass throuph similar developmental steps in a roughly sequential

way and all of then, sooner or later, develop the mental structures which allow

theft to use concrete operations in problem solving. The sane cannot be said

for adolescent mental growth and the use of formal operations, "There is ample

evidence," according to Furth (1973)", that all healthy persons in all societies

awl ranks of life reach the stage of concrete operationS, I like assertion

cannot be naele with equal confidence for formal thinking. Piairet is rightly

cautious on this point." (p.

Sono of the factors which nay be associated with attainMent of fprual

operations will now be considered.

1, Lre is the MostIobviouS factor, sin.ce in WIOPt4h(7, ^ Pia-70tirn point of

view, we are accepting the assumptionthat maturation plays a part in cognitive

growth. -A large number of investigations have had AS their main purpose, or
.

a suLsidiary- one, the determination of the age at which formal operations.

begin to be used. Arem these are studies by Renner and Stafford (1972),

]dart _(1971), Stephenselauclilin, and Uahaney,(1971) and Lovell (1961, 1968).
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The results of these and other studies make it clear that only a minority of

adolescents seen capable of, or find it necessary to, use this mode of thought.

A few are phle to solve Stae III A problems as early as 11 or 12, but most

cannot solve truly formal operational problems until late in the teens or later,

if at all. Studies which have included subjects well beyond aclolescence (Higgens-

Trenk and Gait°, 1971; Tomlinson-Keasey, 1972).have found that many adults

cannot, or do not, use formal operations at all in the test situation. Piaqet

is aware that the tpes he rave for the attainment of formal operations have not

been corroborated by other investigators and that some persons never attain

this level of intellectual development. He has suegestod (Piaget, 1972) that

this diScropancy may have occurred because his oricinal work was carried out

on pupils from better schools in Geneva and that subjects who have had less

stimulating and cognitively nourishin,7 environments may lag behind in develop-

ment or never realize the possibilities which are inherent in all normal people.

The majority of high school students are probably not able to use formal

operations except, perhaps, in a small number of situAtions. It is certainly

a mistake to assume that even upper-level secondary students, except those who

are very able, have access to formal operations for the solution of most

problems.

2. The role of culture and elucation in promoting intellectural development

has been the subject of several interestinc studies. Greenfield (1966), in a

study of schooled and unschooled children in Senegal, found that the nattern of

conservation attainment was similar for both croups up to about nine years of

see, after which the schooled children were markedly superior in logical thinking.

Greenfield believes that her study sue,gests that, without schoolinr, no quali-

tative chanoe in intellectual development occurs after eb'out the are of nine
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or ten. Gooftow and Bethon (1966) tested children in Hene Kong' on three conser-

'vation tasks and on one task of combinatory reasoning and com:mred their per-

formances with those of children in the United States. They found that the

unschooled Kong Kong children performed as well as their American counterparts

on the conservation teaks but that they could not perform the task of combina-

torial reasoning. Peluffo (1967). compared the performance of adolescents who

had--recently noved from a rural area to an industrial Italian city with those

who Imel. erown up in the city on a test of combinatorial reasoning. He found

that more of the .city-bred children than the rural children could devise the

necessary strateey. (i.e., use formal operational thought) for the solution of

the prebler, Finally, Uozny and Cox (1973). compared suburban American youtha,

Puerto Bican youths who had grown up in the continental United States, and

Puerto Rican youths who grown up on the Island on performance of four formal

Operational tasks. They found that the ages for successful performance of the

tasks wes 12 -13 for the suburban youths 14-15 for the Puerto Rican youths

educated here, and 16-17 for the youths educated on the Island.

It is impossible to untangle the effects of culture and schooling. The

type of education which young people receive is heavily dependent on the cultural

milieu, the bores Front which they come, and other imponderable factors. Never-

theleas it is evi-f*,ent that overall educational experiende is aniinportant

faCter in the prowth of logical thinking. This has :been explicitly recognized

by Piapet (1972) who sueP,ested that: the reason for the aee:difference betWeen

the Geneva adolescents and others may be the superior quality of the schooling

received by the Geneva _youths. He also specualted that the different speeds

of attainment of stares my be due to the "quality end frequency of intellectual

stimulation received from adults or obtained from possibilities available to

children for spontaneous-activity in their environment." (p. 10).
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Although the quality of schooliw: or educational environment has a marked

effect on development of reasonin ability, inclusion of selected items or a

pr^gram in the ahcool curriculum has not been shown to be effective. Lovell

(1961) iuntl that his subjects did no better on formal operational tasks

which formed a part of the curriculum than they did on other similar tasks :Ind

Testes (1970) found no differences in performance between stwents who had been

in a special science program (ISCS) and those who had not.

4. Training or instruction on special.° tasks, on the other hand, has been

shown to be effective in a number of experiments, This has come as something

of O. surprise because it has been found to be extretely difficult to teach

concrete operational tasks and one might have supposed the sane would be true

for formal operational tasks.

In Bucharest, Fishbein, Pampu, and Minzat (1970) gave direct instruction

to 60 subjects of arses 10, 12, and 14 on a formal operational task of combinary

analyis and report that the instruction was effective in improving the students'

ability to do the task. Tomlinson- Keasey (1972) tested six-grade .girls, univer-

sity women students, and middle-aged women on three tasks, followed this with

training, posttesting immediately after training, and after an interval of one

week, She found that the training produced increases in conceptual level on

all three tasks but aid not produce transfer to other tasks.

Brainerd and Allen (1971) carried out an experiment in which they used

feedback and consecutive similar stimuli to train 10- and 11- children in

density conservation, They report that "the training effect for density conser-

vation is much larger than any previously reported training for conereto

operations. ...andwthe class of formal-conservations may prove to be

signifiCantly more susceptible to- training than-the class of eoncrete-conser-

vations"--(p-403). Their subjects were Also able-to-transfer -the'density
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concept to another task. In another traininfo, experiment, Siegler, Liebert,

and Liebert (1973) taught 10- and 11-year old boys to solve the pendulum

problem through presentation of a conceptual framework, two analog problems,

and a neasuremmt instrument.

Itethods of teaching formal operations have been studied in several expert.,

vents, Sheehan (1970) classified a sample of 60 students as concrete- or

formal. - operational., and assigned them at random to a concrete- or formal -

operational ;training group. This made a 2x2 design, vith one half of the

concrete-level students receiving concrete-level training and the other half

receiving formallevel training, one half of the formal-level students receiving

concrete-level training and the other half receiving formal level training.

The outcome wns that formal operational students showed rreater gains, regardless

of mode of instruction, that achievement was more durable for formal-operational

students, and that concrete-level instruction vas more effective for all students

Egan and Greene (1973) compared the results of discovery and rule learning

and interpreted their results as showing that in the discovery method, students

assemble new material to existing structure and that in rule learning they

acquire new structure.

The content or subject matter of the task has increasingly come to be

recognized as a factor in the ability to solve problems. Lunzer (1973) has

suggested and Stone and Ausubel (1969) have produced evidence that the structure

of a problem mr0 not be the determining factor in whether it will be solved.

Piaget (1972) suggested the possibility that in life situations an adult might

use formal operations in the area of his work and not in other areas.

5. A final factor which is being examined with increasing interest is reading

ability and facility-with -languace. -Theearly_work in formal operations ignored,
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that verbal analogies required only formal operational thought and had no

language component. Furth has studied many aspects of the relationship of

language to cognitive growth. About the formal period he wrote, "Verbal

statements and propositions enne into their own as primary nourishment of the

child's intelligence as he is getting closer to formal operational functioning!"

(Furth, 1970).

The following factors have been shown to be associated with intellectual

development during adolescence: age, cultUral and edUcationol milieu, training

in specific tasks, certain instructional methods, and, possibly, reading and

language ability.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRICULUM AND METHODS IN SECONDARY SCIENCE

The present secondary science curriculum is based on the structure of

science and to a large extent ignores the structure of the adolescent intellect.

A major change in point of view will boreqUired if science instruction is to

promote intellectual growth for all, or evona majority, of secondary students,

One of the strongest impressions to emerge frc-m reading the literature

en formal operations is the vast differences between adolescents in intellectual

achievement and ability. Instruction cannot %T?ossibly bring about learning

unless it takes these differences into account. The high level of interest,

even preoccupation, with the idea of Piogetian stages and the performance of

certain tasks has obscured the overall thrust of Piaqet's work and led to

the notion that we have to wait until an adolescent becomes "formal operational"

And then begin certain kinds of instruction. On the contrary, we should be

devising instructional methods ond promoting attitudes that will help students

move-forward'from vheiover they tase. The literatu-ro comes -threuih-dleatly



oft the ;mint that intellectUal development is gradual during adolescence that

there are important factors outside of the control of the school but that the

schoola have an important role in this development.

Following are sore of the implications of the literature 'which has been

reviewed:

1. There is a vide divergence in ability to perform formal operational

and other similar tasks, The need is for a program which will allow

all adolescents to Make prorress in the development of

reasoniur

. Teachers should not wait for students to hecome formal

operational". It may never happen.

). The ability to solve problems which require higher reasoning

ability is not a sudden acquisition which will immediately

generalize to other problems of the same lorical structure. A

student's cognitive operational level is likely to differ from

subject matter to subject matter, particularly during the

junior high school period.

. 'lost instruction, especially that below the junior year,

should '3e in a concrete operational mode. This does not mean

that it should all take place in the laboratory, but that

problems should be posed in concrete terms, approached from

different Angles, and that students should be engard directly

with the content. The aim is the transformation of overt

action into mental operations, the building of a mental structure

which can -assimilate new concepts mull-eventually, think in

abstractions and generalizations,
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5. Tho content of a problem nay be re important that the

structure of the problem. The wisdom of tryin to teach

disembodied "procestess of science", without regard to content

should be riven another look.

6. Much more needs to be known about the relation of reading and

languor° ability to intellectual development beyond'ohildhood,

7. We need much more knowledro of the details of how important

concepts are acquired (the fine structure of task or conee7vt

acquisition).

Finally, we might consider how useful or pioductive it is to think solely

in terms of formal operations and Piaget tasks in considering adolescent

cognitive growth. The four-square box of formal logic seems too tight and

constricting a container for the broad range of reasoning powers which are

possible.
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